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Abstract

This paper reports the findings of a field study on the emergence of collective agreements led by global brands enacting compliance measures to improve safety and working conditions in the Bangladesh garment industry. We explore how key actors in the Bangladesh garment sector who constitute the local production system of the global supply chain experienced the implementation of global agreements on factory safety. We argue that global safety compliance measures through multi-stakeholder initiatives provide legitimacy to multinational corporations and their global brands but do little to address the structural problems arising from exploitative pricing and procurement practices, which are the key reasons for deplorable working conditions in garment factories. Our findings indicate that neoliberal development policies of the state where local economies are incorporated into global production networks resulted in differential treatment and regulation of specific populations that comprise garment factory workers. The reconfiguration of state power to meet the demands of global supply chains also involved use of state violence to suppress dissent while undermining labour rights and working conditions. Our paper contributes to the politicization of multinational corporations in global production chains by showing how contestations between workers, factory owners, the state, trade unions and multinational corporations create new private forms of governance and new regimes of compliance in the industry.
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**Introduction**

The collapse of Rana Plaza Tower in Bangladesh in 2013 leading to the deaths of 1,133 garment factory workers is one of the worst industrial disasters in recent times. The accident brought worldwide attention to the plight of workers in the readymade garment (RMG) sector in Bangladesh who are part of the global supply chain in a global production system where big name retailers and brands in the global north use cheap labour from poor countries in the global south to produce garments. These global production networks appear to be a win-win situation for all actors: consumers in Europe and North America are able to purchase cheap clothes, the retailers and apparel corporations increase their revenues and profits while people living in poverty in developing countries, especially women, are offered new opportunities to make a living by working in the factories that supply the garments. The reality, as evidenced by the Rana Plaza disaster is somewhat grimmer. Extremely low wages due to cut rate pricing policies of buyers, unsafe working conditions, overtime working hours often without payment and a lack of collective workers’ rights are the norms in this sector (Anwary, 2017). The Rana Plaza disaster also called into question corporate social responsibility (CSR) practices and ethical buying commitments of global retail brands in the garment sector.

Following the accident two multi-stakeholder initiatives were implemented with the aim of improving worker safety in the sector: the Accord for Fire and Building Safety (hereinafter referred to as the Accord) and the Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety (hereinafter referred to as the Alliance). The Accord and Alliance are competing private governance mechanisms of the global supply chain: both claim to be ‘legally binding’ to different degrees. The Accord claims to have more worker representation while the Alliance is more a CSR based approach, generally favoured by US corporations (van der Heijden and Zandvliet, 2014; Donaghey and Reinecke, 2017).
In this paper we explore how key actors in the Bangladesh garment sector who constitute the local production system of the global supply chain experienced the implementation of global agreements on factory safety compliance. In particular we examine interactions between the state, local factory owners, workers, trade unions and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and how these interactions reconfigure norms of governance by creating new regimes of compliance. How are global compliance measures enacted on the ground? What are the experiences of local actors in the global supply chain in implementing these compliance measures? To what extent do the compliance agreements and codes of conduct address the material needs of workers and ensure worker rights? These are some of the questions we will explore in this paper. Our paper makes three contributions: first, it enhances our theoretical understanding of global production networks by analysing the politics that define market, state and civil society dynamics. In particular our findings reveal the types of class alignment and fragmentations that are being created in developing a labour force to serve global supply chains. Second, our paper makes an empirical contribution by documenting lived experiences of individual actors embedded in global production networks. Third, our paper provides a critical analysis of compliance and governance regimes that have emerged in order to manage global production networks. The politicization of multinational corporations (MNCs) is reflected by their power and capability to develop inclusive but private regimes of governance involving market, state and civil society actors and our paper highlights the limits of these regimes in addressing oppressive labour conditions.

Global Production Networks, Graduated Sovereignty and Labour Rights

The global rise of economic neoliberalism has resulted in significant shifts in relationships between the market, state and society as well as in the international division of
labour. Structural adjustment programs imposed by the World Bank on developing countries compelled states to create investment and business friendly climates. As Harvey (2005) points out state policies to encourage foreign investment are structurally biased against labour because wages needed to be kept low to ensure competitiveness. Moreover, ‘flexible’ labour markets and weak environmental regulation made it attractive for corporations from the global north to source their products from developing countries given high wages and rising costs of environmental compliance in their home countries. When social and environmental welfare of populations are in conflict with national competitiveness the neoliberal developmental state tends to favour economic interests. In addition, state coercive power is used to repress dissent against economic reforms that favour corporate interest.

Global brands and retailers exert more control over production networks and supply chains than local manufacturers in the garment industry. Global production networks are ‘integrated economic, political, and discursive systems in which market and political power are intertwined’ and are driven by the logic of global capital (Levy, 2008: 943). These networks are characterized by power dynamics and contestations between the various actors in the supply chain. At one level global supply chains are seen as driving forces of ‘development’ and poverty reduction in developing countries as they generate employment for local workers and contribute to economic growth. However, there are vast disparities in working conditions in this international division of labour: extremely low wages, unsafe working conditions, weak labour and environmental laws, discrimination, weak states and labour exploitation are rife in the global south which is the primary supplier of cheap labour. The anti-sweatshop movement in the 1980s and 1990s drew worldwide attention to the plight of workers and the use of child labour in sweatshops supplying shoes and apparel to global brands and retailers. A series of compliance measures emerged from the anti-sweatshop movement such as codes of conduct, multi-stakeholder initiatives (MSIs), corporate social
responsibility (CSR) programs, and social and environmental auditing. Given the lack of a uniform global code and the diversity of national regulations and labour laws, these codes of conduct and voluntary standards were seen as ethical compliance measures that could govern the supply chain more responsibly.

In global production networks manufacturing is outsourced through a system of contracting and subcontracting to low wage countries without formal employment relations or contracts between the buyers and individual workers. The system of contracting and subcontracting also incrementally reduces the profit margin at each link of the chain creating further pressures to lower costs of production resulting in lower wages and adverse working conditions, while reducing accountability and transparency. For instance, through networks of subcontractors in a supply chain polo shirts made in Bangladesh for $5.67 each are sold in Canada by global retailers for $14, with some workers being paid 12 cents for every shirt they make (Saxena and Labowitz, 2015). Moreover, monitoring worker abuse and violation of worker rights becomes difficult when unauthorized subcontracting is rife making it difficult to trace and audit every part of the supply chain as is the case in the Bangladesh garment sector (Siddiqui and Uddin, 2016). The involvement of multiple local and international actors in governing the supply chain – the state, trade unions, NGOs, suppliers, entrepreneurs, global brands and retailers – was an attempt to broaden the primarily buyer-driven dynamic of global supply chains where ‘soft laws’ like compliance standards and codes of conduct could serve as responsible governance mechanisms.

These shifts have also impacted our understanding of state sovereignty as states in the developing regions of the world offering cheap labour become more integrated in complex global supply chains. These states are embedded in multiple transnational networks that serve global markets and consequently their modes of governing the population have shifted to providing stable and cheap labour. State sovereignty is no longer restricted to the exercise
of state power to protect its territorial security but also to refashion the economy and society in order to promote ‘development’ through surveillance, control and regulation (Ong, 2000). In analysing the economies of the so-called ‘Tiger states’ in South East Asia, Ong (2000; 2006) develops the notion of graduated sovereignty to describe practices of governing populations. Graduated sovereignty involves differential treatment of certain populations based on their ability to serve global markets. Fragmentations of class, ethnicity, religion and gender become further intensified as a result. In the case of the Bangladesh garment sector women constitute the vast majority of workers. The migration of woman from rural areas to urban centres and their interpellation into global production networks represent a new class of labour requiring new forms of surveillance, disciplining and regulation as well as a gradation of citizenship rights. Graduated sovereignty also involves multinational corporations and international NGOs exerting power and authority through their networks especially in cases where production is located in special economic zones such as export processing zones. This transition from government to governance is another characteristic of neoliberal globalization entailing shifting relations between market, state and civil society actors. State regulation is combined with more flexible forms of governance enabling non-state actors to exert power in global production networks.

Ong’s (2000) ethnographic analysis of transnational national production networks in Malaysia and Indonesia showed how state power was reconfigured to meet the demands of global supply chains. The creation of special economic zones along with ‘flexible’ regulatory regimes had differential effects on the rights and entitlements of workers under the flexible labour regime. These states of exception constituted a fundamental condition of neoliberalism in developing countries. However, this does not necessarily imply that postcolonial states have all been weakened; rather in certain areas of the economy the state has a very strong presence whereas in others market actors and foreign capital tend to rule.
State repression against dissenting workers, forcible relocation of populations to make way for development projects, and the creation of export processing zones that serve as spaces of exception from national legislation reconfigures the relationship between the state and its citizens enabling differential treatment of populations in terms of their entitlements and rights.

A similar process can be observed in Bangladesh’s garment industry. The state played a key role in promoting the country’s cheap and flexible labour force as a means to attract foreign capital from corporations that had global supply chains. Despite an active union sector in the country the power of unions has weakened considerably during the last few decades, which appears to be a global trend. The aim of the state-industry nexus is to align the labour force with global capital requirements of flexibility and low wages and as a result basic labour rights have been undermined. In addition to state regulations for workers’ rights and conditions there are also corporate and civil society led initiatives and codes of conduct to improve working conditions in garment factories.

**Corporate Social Responsibility and Codes of Conduct**

The early 1990s saw the emergence of the anti-sweatshop movement in the sports footwear industry where a variety of groups targeted multinationals like Nike and Gap over oppressive labour conditions, alleging repeated violations of core conventions of the International Labour Organization (ILO) (Merck, 2009). The industry response was to develop codes of conduct, monitor working conditions in factories, conduct social and environmental audits, and cooperate with various international auditing standards and schemes. Codes of conduct are CSR initiatives that are also forms of power exercised in global production networks. Structural, relational and discursive power circulates within these networks establishing particular social relations between actors and creating forms of
legitimacy and modes of compliance through specific practices (Clegg, 2014).

As mentioned earlier, following the Rana Plaza disaster two codes of conduct - the Accord and Alliance – were developed to ensure worker safety in the garment industry. While the former claims to be more legally binding the latter is framed more as a CSR driven strategy. Codes of conduct, voluntary standards and social audits do not have a particularly distinguished history: they have been criticized for enabling firms to use deceptive accounting techniques (Frenkel and Scott, 2002), greenwashing (Banerjee, 2011), and as a practice of self-regulation without sanctions, subject to opportunism (Lantos, 1999). In some cases there were no discernible differences in practice between companies that signed up for voluntary standards and those that did not (King and Lenox, 2000).

Studies examining the impact of codes of conduct on working conditions have found that while there were some improvements in health and safety standards and working conditions there were no improvements in worker empowerment through better collective bargaining procedures or enhanced freedom of association (Merck, 2009). Critics argue that codes of conduct and standards provide legitimacy to powerful corporate and market actors rather than improve the conditions of workers (Banerjee, 2010). A recent study found that audits of codes of conduct are routinely falsified and while there have been some improvements in working conditions there was little evidence that overall levels of compliance had changed (Labowitz and Baumann-Pauly, 2014).

For instance, the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI), a multi-stakeholder initiative involving companies, trade unions and NGOs has been focusing on textile workers’ rights in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu since 2012. Despite working with global brands and local manufacturers for five years (and expenditure of nearly £500,000) the ETI’s efforts to promote workers’ rights do not appear to have resulted in any benefits for workers and neither did it result in greater transparency in the supply chain according to a 2016 report.
The report found that reputation and image management were primary drivers for companies to join ETI and any improvements in working conditions in factories were carried out as long as they did not affect profit margins (Connor et al., 2016). CSR compliance regimes and codes of conduct operate from asymmetrical power relations that transform social relationships in global production networks between buyers in the global north and actors in the supply chain in developing countries, creating new hierarchies that classify groups and societies based on their ability to comply (De Neve, 2009).

Both state and market failure contributed to the Rana Plaza disaster. The government came under criticism for failing to monitor illegal expansion of the building and failing to close down the building despite local media broadcasting images of cracks in the building and a government inspector’s order to evacuate the building the day before the collapse (Siddiqui and Uddin, 2016). Workers that expressed fears were ‘persuaded and cajoled’ to return to work or threatened with dismissal by factory managers (Human Rights Watch, 2015). None of the five factories operating in the building had a trade union. Days before the accident, two garment factories in the building passed a ‘social audit’ on working conditions based on CSR standards (Donaghey and Reinecke, 2017). While CSR based programs such as the Alliance can be seen as providing more legitimacy to market actors and allaying reputational risks, the Accord was designed to represent both worker and business interests. Local employers of the workers - the factory owners - were excluded from the Accord because of their perceived ‘obstructionism’. Instead market power of global brands was used to overcome the objections of local employers on workers rights issues while ostensibly allowing labour unions to play a more prominent role on worker safety issues (Donaghey and Reinecke, 2017).

Thus it becomes important to study how ideas, practices and legitimacy operates in these compliance regimes in global production networks. Understanding the lived experience
of actors that constitute the global supply chain can provide insights into how state, market and civil society regimes operate in the network. So how were the Accord and Alliance enacted on the ground? What were key actors’ experiences of implementing these governance measures? What was the role of the state in supporting or undermining these measures? In what ways did the mutual constitution of norms intersect with the notion of state sovereignty and the making of graduated sovereignty? To answer these questions we describe our empirical study in the next section.

Methods

We used a variety of primary and secondary data sources to address our research questions. Secondary sources included newspaper reports, government reports, NGO commissioned reports, reports by human rights activists, industry reports, World Bank and European Commission reports, company reports, reports from research based advocacy organizations in Bangladesh, research reports from the Centre for Business and Human Rights at New York University, and research reports from the Bangladesh Institute of Labour Studies. In total we consulted 169 documents and media reports. These documents enabled us to construct a historical narrative of the emergence and subsequent dominance of the garment industry in Bangladesh along with the political contestations arising from worker struggles, union activism, factory owner strategies and practices, international interventions and state policies.

Data collection consisted of a series of in-depth semi-structured interviews conducted by the first author (FA from hereon) in three phases between 2013 at the time of signing the Accord and Alliance and December 2016- January 2017. In total 18 interviews were conducted constituting the theoretical sample for the study. Respondents were selected based on their roles in the industry. The FA was born and raised in Dhaka and had prior
involvement in the garment sector as a media consultant for the Make Trade Fair Campaign coordinated by Oxfam. Through this experience she developed an extensive range of contacts in the industry including activists, labour lawyers, union leaders, factory owners and government officials. Key informants were recruited through her network in the industry. Some respondents suggested other potential informants that were subsequently recruited. For instance, a respondent from the Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers Association mentioned that the Chief Factory Inspector would be a good source of information and even helped schedule an appointment with the inspector and the FA. Table 1 summarizes the sample.

| Insert Table 1 around here |

Interviews generally lasted between 60 and 90 minutes. They were conducted in Bangla and translated to English by the FA who is fluent in both languages. In total 30 hours of recorded material were transcribed and analysed. All names have been changed to protect respondents’ confidentiality. In addition to interview transcripts field notes and observations comprising 110 pages in total were kept. The FA spent at least two days a week in the library of Bangladesh Institute of Labour Studies (BILS) and Integrated Community and Industrial Development in Bangladesh (INCIDIN Bangladesh) during her three field trips. Here she observed the daily informal interactions between activists, trade union leaders, workers and labour lawyers and participated in conversations where they discussed the Accord and Alliance and the role of the government. The FA maintained detailed field notes throughout the field trips. Discussions during the interviews revolved around current working conditions in factories, whether there were any improvements following the Accord and Alliance, extent of compliance, participants experiences of working in the garment sector, their views on the implementation of the Accord and Alliance, worker struggles demanding an increase in the
minimum wage, state repression of dissent, challenges of implementing the Accord, and consequences arising from the shutting down of garment factories. Our overarching question was: how do key actors in the sector - workers, union leaders, owners, activists, and government officials - describe the current situation in garment factories? We also sought their views about the Accord and Alliance and whether they felt such governance mechanisms would improve working conditions in the sector, as well as the extent of their participation in the Accord and Alliance process.

Data analysis involved close iterative readings of interview transcripts, field notes, documents and research reports. We initially identified key words, phrases and topics that were frequently mentioned: for instances workers’ rights, health and safety, subcontracting, fast lead times, pricing and contribution margins, crisis, multiple compliance codes, and state policies. We then grouped these codes into thematic categories by looking for relationships between them and derived a story line associated with each theme. Our analysis involved looking for links and contradictions between our derived themes as well as insights from the literature on neoliberal state policies, graduated sovereignty through differential treatment of populations, and CSR-based codes of conduct. For example, we found that because state labour and regulatory policies had to be aligned with the policy prescriptions of the World Bank and the IMF to open up the garment manufacturing sector, the regulatory regime in the industry tended to favour factory owners and investors rather than garment workers. This finding was corroborated by comments from labour leaders who pointed out that there were no wage increases for more than 10 years during 1995-2006, while factory owners received favourable tax breaks. Thus, we interpreted that the state-market nexus represented a particular arrangement for the neoliberal developmental state that legitimised the state’s differential treatment of its citizens - in this case between workers and factory owners.

Workers expressed their collective agency by joining unions in some cases, which
represented their interests against factory owners and the state. In addition, the Accord and Alliance were additional private governance mechanisms to ensure compliance with safety codes. Thus, three themes emerged from our analysis, which we call regimes of the neoliberal developmental state, regimes of representation and regimes of compliance. We elaborate on these themes in the next section.

Findings

Document, media reports analysis as well as our interviews enabled us to construct a historical timeline of key events in the Bangladesh garment industry as summarized in Table 2 and we elaborate on the themes that emerged from our analysis below.

------------------------------------

Insert Table 2 around here
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Regimes of the Neoliberal Developmental State

The ready-made garment (RMG) sector in Bangladesh emerged in 1978 with nine export-oriented garment factories (Labowitz and Baumann-Pauly, 2014). The then government, the first of the country’s military regime, introduced large-scale political and economic reforms and launched major infrastructure projects. A key element in the country’s industrial policy was private sector development and export-oriented growth and as a result the RMG sector grew rapidly over the next few decades (Muhammad, 2006). Export processing zones (where unions were banned) were also set up during this period to attract foreign investment. The RMG industry experienced exponential growth over the next decades: according to figures from the industry’s primary trade association, the Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA), there were 384 garment
factories employing 120,000 workers in 1984. In 2013, the year of the Rana Plaza collapse there were approximately 5600 registered garment factories in the country (some estimates mention more than 7000 factories including unregistered indirect sourcing factories) employing nearly 4 million workers, with women comprising nearly 80% of the workforce (Labowitz and Baumann-Pauly, 2014). Almost 70% of the garment factories are located in the capital city Dhaka (Muhammad, 2011).

The industry is Bangladesh’s largest with annual revenues of $26 billion in 2015 accounting for 80% of the country’s export earnings and 23% of GDP. Owners of garment factories also became a powerful political ruling class in Bangladesh: at the time of the Rana Plaza accident 10% of the country’s members of parliament were also owners of garment factories. The industry-state nexus governs garment manufacturing in Bangladesh: a 2013 report of Transparency International Bangladesh found there were strong links between the leadership of peak industry association BGMEA and the ruling party that enabled the garment sector to influence legislative processes of the country by creating favourable tax regimes and undermining or blocking health and safety regulations.

While the garment industry is a major contributor to the country’s economic growth and societal development, much of this has come at a cost to workers, especially to their health and safety. It is estimated that more than 3000 garment workers have died in factory accidents in Bangladesh from 1990 to 2013 (Centre for Policy Dialogue, 2013). Although Bangladesh ratified the core conventions of the International Labour Organization (ILO) in 1972 on issues such as collective bargaining, freedom of association, and the right to organize there are still significant shortcomings in the country’s labour laws, particularly in health and safety issues, worker rights in export processing zones and in subcontracting factories. There have been ongoing protests by workers since 2013 over low wages in the sector, where despite five wage revisions since 1985 wages of garment factors in Bangladesh continue to be
the lowest in the world. According to labour leaders the current minimum wage of $68 per month (after a wage revision in 2013) is still not sufficient for workers to make ends meet whereas factory owners claim that the wage increase is too high. Reflecting on conditions under which they had to work from 1978 to 2013 one respondent, a female trade union leader who was retrenched from her job as a garment factory worker in the 1990s commented:

‘From 1995 to 2006 the wage had been 960 taka ($12 USD). We had to work 10 years at the same wage. Then it was revised in 2006, because the workers took to the streets and started a movement. The buyers and the donors (international aid agencies) had been aware of all these. They know everything’ (Salma).  

Indirect sourcing via subcontracting through purchasing agents makes regulation of the supply chain extremely difficult. Subcontracting is a key strategy that enables suppliers to maintain low prices, keep wages low, make workers work longer hours (often without overtime pay), and avoid regulatory scrutiny in factories that have dangerous working conditions. Most indirect suppliers are not registered with the government or the two national trade associations and several buyers turn a blind eye to what is an essentially illegal practice. It is estimated there are at least 2,000 unregistered subcontractors in Bangladesh operating on razor thin margins, paying below minimum wage with virtually no compliance with codes of conduct or even local and national regulations (Labowitz and Baumann-Pauly, 2014).

**Regimes of Representation**

Historically in the garment manufacturing sector factory owners have generally been opposed to unions, often using national laws that require the factory owners’ permission to establish a trade union in their enterprise to block the formation of unions in their factories (Siddiqui and Uddin, 2016). In addition, repression of activists and union organizers through

---

1 We have used pseudonyms throughout the paper to protect the identities of our informants. We have where necessary disguised details of informants’ roles and jobs in cases where these might disclose their identities.
violence and harassment is a common practice in the sector. Labour reforms have done little to guarantee collective bargaining rights or workers’ right to be associated with a union. Ali, a labour lawyer commented that in a ‘flexible’ labour regime it was much easier to terminate workers: ‘The owners now can terminate workers by giving the worker 7 days’ notice, and will not be liable to pay compensation’. Another respondent of research based advocacy organization commented that there was lack of accountability even after the Rana Plaza tragedy: ‘Only Rana and the owner of Spectrum factory have been sent to prison. Owners are always above the law’. Labour leaders, particularly women leaders also complained of violence and harassment by police and that workers need protection against *Hamla and Mamla* - (attack and detention). Salma, a trade union leader commented:

> ‘Every owner has their own *Mastans* (muscle men); just like in the past the Zamindar (feudal lords) had their own *Lathial Bahini* (literally “armies with sticks”). In Ashulia (an industrial suburb near Dhaka) the owners of the slums are now controlling the workers as the paid musclemen of the garment factories owners’.

The number of unions seeking registration has increased since the Rana Plaza disaster. As of 2015 there were 464 trade unions in Bangladesh of which 323 were registered since the accident (Labowitz and Baumann-Pauly, 2015). However, the country’s labour laws make it difficult to register unions because there is a requirement that one third of a factory’s workforce has to be registered with a union if it is to receive government recognition. In large factories employing thousands of workers signing up a third of them can prove difficult, and consequently most of the new union registration is occurring in small factories, where the reach of the Accord and Alliance is extremely limited. The formation of new unions does little to alleviate the historical animosity between factory owners and workers given the state’s long history of violence against union leaders. Although it is considered illegal to block trade union formation, the trade association body BGMEA continues to oppose them according to several union leaders (Siddiqui and Uddin, 2016).
One of the reasons given by factory owners is that trade unions do not really represent the real interests of workers and are driven by ‘political’ interests. The irony of accusing union leaders of ‘politicizing’ the industry was not lost on a labour advocate who commented:

‘The factory owners who occupy 30 seats in the current Parliament are now talking about the “politicisation” of industry because of unions? This is ridiculous. They have the political support, they can influence policy formulation process because of their political affiliation, then what is the problem if the workers are united by a union?’

(Salma)

Silence about the rights of workers in the garment industry to be associated with a union even after the Rana Plaza accident has caused discord among union leaders and labour activists, who had been fighting for unionization since the 1990s.

Trade unionism in Bangladesh cannot be delinked from ‘political’ struggles and unions played a key role during the liberation war of Bangladesh in 1971 and subsequently during the two consecutive army regimes from 1975 to 1990. Several trade unionists joined political parties as a strategy to incorporate workers’ rights into national policies. All four of our respondents from trade unions are members of political parties. According to Ishan, a member of the Steering Committee of the Accord and a union leader, workers in industries other than the garment industry are more exploited: ‘Because the garment industry has global dimensions, so the issue of unionisation of the RMG factories workers has drawn more attention comparing to other industries of the country’. However, the women union leaders disagree: ‘These workers bring in dollars as foreign currency into the country so they should be treated as global workers’ (Salma). The women labour leaders were also critical of the Accord both in its mechanisms and process of formation pointing to the exclusion of women during the process: ‘There are at least 72 trade union federation registered and unregistered. But the Accord and the Alliance never asked our views. Only trade union federations –those that are affiliated with the IndustriALL (a global union federation) have been involved’. (Zakia). Women workers or labour leaders are not represented either in the steering committee or the advisory committee
of the Accord, which is a strange exclusion to say the least given women comprise 80% of the workforce in the sector.

The business model of providing cheap clothing for western consumers puts enormous pressure on suppliers. Demand and fashion styles fluctuate unpredictably at times and shipment schedules are notoriously tight, which require subcontracting and overtime work. (Ali et.al, 2002, Kamat, 2016). These factors contribute to accidents in factories. As a respondent from a research based advocacy organization explained:

‘As the lead time is shorter the producers have to face two kinds of pressure. They have to force the workers to work on an overtime basis. Similarly, there is a pressure on the capacity of the infrastructure. It facilitated an accident like the collapse of Rana Plaza’ (Deepon).

Another respondent, a trade union leader commented:

‘When there had been an announcement on the media the previous day that the building [Rana Plaza Tower] might collapse; then why were the workers allowed to work? RMG factories take such an aggressive attitude in order to meet the shipment schedule. The buyers are only concerned about their contribution margin’ (Salma).

Workers have no say in assigning targets, although the Accord and Alliance are both committed to worker participation at the factory level. One garment worker commented:

‘Working in the factory is like living in Dozakh (hell). There are machines on every floor and there we punch our ID card when we enter the factory. But our problem lies in meeting the targets set by the managers; […] we are assigned with targets like 1400-1500 pieces and such tasks we have to finish between 8 am and 5 pm. So we have to deliver like 150 pieces per hour. If we cannot finish by that time we are not allowed to leave. While working hours after 5 pm should be counted as overtime work. But excess working hours to fulfil this assigned target (1400-1500 collars or sleeves) are not considered as overtime work. In fact, management does zulum (cruelty) on us’ (Kulsum).

In Kulsum’s factory everyone works 12-14 hour shifts. There are no holiday or leave entitlements except during Eid, one of the most important religious festivals for Muslims.

Runa, a 15-year old factory worker in Dhaka that is not under the jurisdiction of the Accord and Alliance stated:

‘In our factory A shift starts at 8 am and B shift at 8 pm. If we come back home at 8.00 am on Thursday, then on Friday we leave home for work at 7.00 pm (Friday-Saturday constitutes the weekend in Bangladesh so the workers do not get the weekend off). We
are not allowed to talk or joke with our colleagues. If we are suffering from headache we can ask for a break. But if there is pressure on work, to meet targets if we ask for sick leave because we are not feeling well, the management will not approve our request. We have never been told what we have to do if there is a fire in the factory’.

Other accounts of working conditions mirror the findings from our study. In one case workers had to complete 120-150 pieces of clothing an hour for 14 hours a day until the order was complete. Failure to meet targets resulted in verbal and physical abuse, loss of pay and even sexual harassment (Kamat, 2016). The primary focus of the Accord and Alliance compliance is to prevent accidents and fires in factories and raise health and safety standards. It is doubtful that current practices of long working hours, overtime payments, child labour all of which are still common practices in Bangladesh’s garment factories, particularly in the unregistered subcontractor factories, can be addressed by these compliance measures.

While women workers constitute the vast majority of the workforce they are employed at the lowest pay grades of operators and helpers and sometimes as supervisors, which according to a trade union leader is the highest position women in the factory can obtain: ‘In my entire working life I came across only two female production managers’ (Salma). Following the Rana Plaza collapse the women trade union leaders were hopeful that discriminatory practices against women would be addressed as the government called on all union leaders to manage the crisis, and for the first time the state acknowledged the role of women union leaders. Not surprisingly, all three women union leaders were convinced an active trade union at the factory level was key to a sustainable and safe garment sector in Bangladesh. They pointed to the increase in the number of unions at the factory level which they claim is the outcome of a 25 year struggle to claim workers’ rights. Salma commented:

‘20 years ago we had to do 25 night shifts in every month. We worked for 10 years under the same wage. During workshops in INCIDIN (a research based advocacy organization) Masud bhai, Dipu bhai—they used to tell us that we would receive employment contract, our wage would be systematically revised, our right to be unionised, and having a safe working place. Their voice echoed to us as fairy tales. But now we can see these changes [...]. I think now we can solve our problems’.
The women union leaders also played a role in organizing a demonstration of over 50,000 workers in September 2013 demanding a proper living wage. The demonstration was organized by the trade union federations of the ruling political parties – the Grand Alliance. According to Salma and Zakia the mass protest served two purposes: ‘First, we gave a message to the owners that the revised wage scale must be followed. And second, the demonstration had a political angle given that the 10th parliamentary elections were due to be held in January 2014’. Unions also attempted to promote collective agency of factory workers by raising awareness of health and safety issues in the factory and mistreatment of workers in addition to demands for fair wages.

While unions can play a key role in influencing production practices and working conditions the extent of representation is unclear. Under the revised labour law ‘participation committees’ should be formed at the factory level to monitor working conditions. Both Salma and Zakia were concerned that the Accord and Alliance changed practices of unionizing workers. They feel that worker participation in raising awareness of working conditions and securing their future is not a priority in these collective agreements. Prior to the Accord and Alliance, all trade union federations and leaders shared equal responsibilities for giving workers a voice and in resolving pay disputes. Subsequently only federations affiliated with the Accord and Alliance were entitled to organize workers of those factories under inspection. In the name of promoting inclusion of workers voices of other unions not affiliated with the Accord or Alliance were excluded.

Union leaders preferred a more direct role for unions. One of the union leaders mentioned it was possible to create an integrated safety committee at the national level consisting of 72 registered and unregistered trade union. Each trade union would be responsible for monitoring safety and workers issues for all of the garment factories located in its geographic zone. She commented: 'We do not need the Accord and the Alliance. I
think we are organised under the trade union, and our code of conduct is our labour law and industrial law—these are enough to establish a vibrant industrial culture' (Zakia). The union leaders considered it a major achievement of trade union activism that the government revised the labour laws in 2013 after the Rana Plaza accident and this encouraged them to imagine greater union involvement in managing the garment industry. However, four years later when they were interviewed again they appeared less optimistic. While the processes of forming unions may have become easier, applications for registering new unions were routinely rejected by the government. According to one union leader: ‘The officials of the Labour Ministry and the owners are in nexus. They see the names (of potential union members) and then verify with the owners and then they provide approval only if the owners approve of the proposed members’ (Rokeya). Such a regime of representation where essentially factory owners decide on which members serve on the participatory committee tends to serve the interests of the factory owners rather than the workers.

Ishan, another union leader and member of the Steering Committee of the Accord, while acknowledging the change in law to form unions at the factory level is sceptical whether these unions or participatory committees could bring about any effective changes in labour relations. He commented: ‘These unions are not organised and are not functioning as collective bargaining agents. Workers do not understand why union is important’. Ali, a labour lawyer commented that the majority of garment factors workers are first generation workers, mainly women who migrated from rural areas. According to him women workers start getting involved with trade unions generally because of pay disputes and he felt this would eventually help the workers understand the importance of unions on the factory floor.

Nilu, a garment worker, when asked about the role of unions commented:

‘Union? What is this? Leader? There is no leader among us who can speak for us. We work and then sometimes we find there is no payment. When suffering becomes intense the men protest. Sometimes women workers also raise their voice. But I find in garment factories the number of employed male workers has been decreased over the years.
Because they argue and in some cases they start fighting. We need jobs, and we do not protest: We need work. If we protest there is no work, so we do not protest. If anything happens or for any mistakes, the mangers take away our identity card. On the other hand if we cannot swipe on the following day there will be no record of my Hajira (attendance). And then we can be terminated and management will use the excuse of disobedience. Simply working in a garment factory is Dozakh (hell)’.

While the factory owners and government officials felt there were changes at the factory level after the Accord and Alliance and state labour law reform, the workers and their union leaders were more sceptical. One labour leader commented:

‘Yes the workers have been provided with uniforms and you can notice such changes instantly, like multiple fire exits and number of toilets But 60 % factories still do not provide employment contract. Till now the major problem is excessive work pressure. That has not been addressed. Even if they do night shifts it is not disclosed. Workers ID card is punched and recorded their presence till 7.00 pm. But their work after 7 pm is recorded in papers and it won’t be disclosed. This also happens in the Accord listed factories.

One of the provisions of the Alliance was to create a toll free hotline for workers who could register their concerns about safety issues. These complaints were investigated by factory managers and Alliance inspectors. However, this initiative serves to individualize problems rather than allow grievances to be voiced collectively. In addition, it was unclear how different concerns raised by workers would be prioritized by the inspectors. Moreover an overwhelming majority of the users of these hotlines were men, which raised concerns about this particular regime of representation, given the predominantly female composition of the workforce (Donaghey and Reinecke, 2017).

**Regimes of Compliance**

The Accord and Alliance are compliance measures that were developed to ensure health and safety in the sector and provide transparency, measurable results and verifiable changes in the garment sector. The Accord’s key decision-making body is a steering committee comprised of 3 representatives selected by trade union members and 3 representatives selected by retailer participants. The ILO selects a neutral chair. The Accord
also has an Advisory Board with representations from the Ministry of the Commerce and the industry association BGMEA. Their task is to create a list of all of the suppliers of the companies, prepare semi-annual or quarterly inspection reports and regularly publish and update data on factory inspections and training programs. There are no representatives from factory owners and garment manufacturers in the Advisory Board. The Alliance’s governing body consists of 4 brand representatives, 4 ‘outside experts’, and an elected chair. It also has a board of advisors comprising 12 multi-stakeholder industry experts. Funding to cover inspections and training is provided through annual contributions by buyers but it is the responsibility of factory owners to pay for structural repairs or remediation where needed.

More than 200 international brands along with global and local unions are signatories to the Accord while the Alliance comprises 27 North American brands. Both initiatives have received significant international public attention and have committed to spend up to US$100 million over five years to improve factory safety. Both have a 5-year commitment, which will end in 2018 with timelines and accountability for conducting safety inspections, providing fire and building safety training and worker empowerment programs.

Initially the Accord and Alliance were received favourably by key actors in the garment industry. The Accord categorizes garment factories as top tier (A), mid-tier (B) and low tier (C) based on the degree of compliance of the factories with the building and safety codes, their annual turnover and the number of workers employed in the factories. Zafar, the owner of a B category factory stated: ‘Usually, buyers impose their own compliance mechanisms, so it varies from one buyer to another buyer, and it becomes difficult for us to follow. The compliance consideration of H&M is different from Zara. So, we require a common compliance framework’. Ruhana, the Managing Director and the owner of an A-category factory suggested that these agreements symbolise the commitment of global brands to the industry: ‘We had been asking for such commitment from them for the last 20 years’. 
Hashim, an industry representative commented: ‘the way media had been publicising the image of the industry, there had been assumptions that the industry would not survive without global compliance measures, so we were supportive and positive about the enactment of the agreements’. Another trade union leader who was involved with the Accord since its inception commented:

‘Media had been publicising messages like there are outlets that would not sell clothes procured from Bangladesh; and so our negotiation with the buyers centred on this issue. We told them, look you have been doing business with us for 25 years, so you have responsibility …so many people are employed in the industry’ (Ishan).

While the Accord and Alliance represent an important step in the direction of improving worker safety in the region their actual impact is limited according to several reports (Labowitz and Baumann-Pauly, 2014). Both the Accord and Alliance cover only 27% of Bangladesh’s garment factories and about 45% of its workers. Most indirect suppliers and subcontractors fall outside the scope of the Accord and Alliance’s inspection zones – about 2000 factories are expected to be inspected under both schemes which excludes a majority of factories, especially the smaller ones where conditions are much worse and where workers are most vulnerable. Factory owners routinely showcase ‘good’ factories with higher safety standards to foreign buyers while most of the production is subcontracted to smaller factories and indirect subcontractors who avoid inspection. The compliance regime is essentially a short-term inspection program for larger factories leaving the source of the problem unaddressed.

Moreover the extent of remediation in factories that have been designated unsafe is extremely low. Factory owners are unwilling or unable to bear the high costs of remediation ($250,000 to $350,000 per factory), which according to the terms of the Accord and Alliance is the owner’s responsibility. The Accord and Alliance are compliance regime that inspects
and categorizes factories but does not fix the identified problems. One industry representative described the problem of costly compliance:

‘Okay as an example they (the Accord) asked us to install a fire door. We installed. Later they said that the door specification had to be certified by their assigned third party. Then same thing happened with hydrant and water pump, and other items. Certification means invariably the cost of that product would escalate. This has happened to some extent with the Alliance too. Yes we have learnt how to make a factory compliant. But we had to bear the cost of their decisions. We didn’t receive a single farthing’ (Hashim).

Factory owners, union leaders and government officials also raised concerns about the ethics and governance of the Accord and Alliance. They pointed to their lack of inclusion in the governance of the Accord, lack of clarity about funding for remedial measures in factories that were deemed unsafe and the real possibility of loss of buyers due to factories being non-compliant. Zafar, the owner of a mid-tier factory commented: ‘How they have they got power to shut down factories? What is their authority?’

One factory owner claimed he invested more than $125,000 to make his factory compliant by borrowing from his bank: ‘If I made $1 profit out of each product, now this profit margin is almost 70-60 cents. But the buyers are offering the same procuring price. Then who bears the cost of compliance?’ Another respondent, a banker, commented: ‘I think they (the brands) are extracting the cost of this compliance program from here (Bangladesh). Perhaps they treat the compliance initiatives as a part of their CSR program, but you know… in the end this is business’. Remediation measures for noncompliant factories can increase the production cost by 13% (The Daily Samakal, 2014).

The responsibility of bearing costs of compliance is a key issue. On the one hand global brands and retailers want cheap clothes from developing countries. Prices are low because wages are low and working conditions do not meet international standards. Most factory owners are unable to bear the costs of remediation. Unless suppliers are able to charge higher prices (which means that the buyer will seek other cheaper sources) or are provided sources of finance (with which the Accord and Alliance claim they can ‘assist’) no
meaningful remediation can take place. Factory owners we interviewed claimed that the Accord had failed in upholding its financial commitment of providing access to low cost loans to support remediation measures. Sumon, a category C garment factory owner remarked:

‘Funding is the most critical issue for us. The entire business is based on credit and suppliers can get funds from the bank if we receive an order. But if there is a rejection of an order, the suppliers have to pay a penalty charge of up to 40%. We do not have sovereignty. We have sold that out. From 1990-2003 we had the capacity to negotiate. However, now we have lost that power. We have lost our negotiation capacity. Now Navana, Otobi, and Square – such big Bangladeshi corporate houses are interested in investing in this Sector. They have the ability to meet the compliance codes and can go for environmentally sustainable production’.

One of the provisions of compliance is that suppliers must own their factories and not operate out of rented premises, which has significant implications for existing owners. Zafar who was initially supportive of the common compliance measures commented: ‘My factories are located in a rented building, and I already invested in the plant. Again the bank charges 17% interest rate; and now the wage scale has been revised. I am planning to sell off one of my factories’. Union leaders and labour activists were less sympathetic to the owners’ plight claiming the latter always raised cost issues when it came to wages. One respondent from a research organization stated ‘The owners negotiate with the government – and get benefits out of our paid tax. If this industry is the lifeline of the economy of the state then… they (owners) should be prepared for facing such challenges’ (Arif).

Respondents also questioned the governance approach of the Accord. An industry representative commented:

‘It (the Accord) does not reflect features of a tripartite system. We were asked to be in the Advisory Committee. As a member of the Executive Committee of the BGMEA we are informed about their activity through routine reports. In the Advisory Committee again our task is to simply listen what they have done. So we have stopped attending that meeting. But the Steering Committee is a policy making committee, where we wanted to be included. But they told us “if you want to be included you cannot express opinions that are different from the committee”. That is why we are not going to accept any extension of both the Accord and the Alliance beyond 2018. The Accord is a brand led multi-stakeholder forum, where ILO is merely involved as an umbrella institution. Its major concern is health and safety issues. And we have already communicated to the
government how we would like to see the approach of managing this sector beyond 2018. There should be a single body and that body would be responsible to set the code of conduct of the Sector. That platform should include the representatives of buyers, suppliers –BGMEA and BKMEA’s representation, workers, government and ILO’ (Hashim)

However, a trade union leader dismissed BGMEA’s views as representing the vested interests of factory owners: ‘We need the Accord Body…..Do you think the Factory Inspectors of Bangladesh can independently inspect any factories”? The description by the BGMEA representative of the Accord as a ‘brand led multi-stakeholder forum’ seems to imply little more than a symbolic commitment by the ILO as an ‘umbrella institution’ within the Accord.

Demonstrations and protests by garment workers broke out in December 2016 sparked by reports that a woman working in a garment factory was physically abused for requesting maternity leave. The workers were also demanding a further revision of the wage scale because of spiralling living costs. These protests were violently repressed by the state and several union leaders went into hiding to prevent being arrested. One union leader commented:

‘The owners’ have closed down 55 factories. The police attacked workers’ slums and have been arresting us […]. They have threatened the workers that they would visit the workers’ homes in their villages and ask their parents to force them to surrender. See how they terrorize us […]. If the Accord and the Alliance have brought magical changes […], then why they (workers) launched a demonstration when a woman worker had been physically abused for asking maternity leave. The Accord and the Alliance have served the interests of only a handful of people involved with the industry’ (Rokea).

Another union leader and a member of the Accord commented: ‘Only through forming union and through active union workers awareness can be raised and transparency can be ensured. This (raising awareness of rights) was not an objective of the Accord. The Accord has its limitations because safety and health are its core issues’ (Ishan). By January 2017 the government was successful in suppressing the protests and demonstrations and the closed factories began operating again while workers continue to live with increasing levels
of insecurity and fear of termination. In particular, all the workers that had organized protests over working conditions and pay or tried to form or join a union lost their jobs when the factories reopened and were unable to find other jobs in the sector as the state and factory owners had warned other factory owners about their union activity.

Discussion and Concluding Remarks

Our analysis of the garment industry in Bangladesh following the signing of the Accord and Alliance has attempted to provide perspectives from the target populations of the compliance measures: factory owners, trade associations, workers and union leaders. In comparing the functions of the Accord and Alliance, Donaghey and Reinecke (2017: 2) concluded that the Alliance was a CSR based approach that could ‘foster effective problem-solving in the short run’ whereas the Accord was an ‘industrial democracy’ model that was ‘necessary to build governance capacities involving workers in the long run’. Our findings indicate that worker involvement in the Accord and Alliance is limited and tokenistic and do little to address exploitative working conditions. We believe it is both premature and dangerous to claim that the Accord is a victory for labour rights in Bangladesh. It may be a victory for elite, well-funded federations of unions and NGOs in the global north who are key stakeholders in the Accord. It may also be a victory for global brands and retailers because the Accord provides an additional sheen of legitimacy to their glossy sustainability and CSR reports. The industry-state nexus in Bangladesh can now point to the Accord to demonstrate that the industry and the state takes worker safety issues seriously by showcasing larger factories that have implemented new safety procedures while the dangerous and exploitative working conditions in the vast majority of subcontractors and smaller factories remain unchanged. Providing information about workers rights to workers who are unable to exercise those rights because of oppressive labour conditions does not constitute
empowerment of workers.

Our findings cast serious doubts about the effectiveness of the Accord in empowering workers who are the most vulnerable actors in the supply chain in global production networks. In the aftermath of the Rana Plaza tragedy there were external pressures from trade unions, NGOs and global brands to improve worker safety as well as internal demands from workers and unions to raise wages and provide better working conditions. However, despite some level of union representation in the Accord, both the Accord and Alliance remain brand led initiatives. The Accord does not specify mechanisms for worker participation at the factory level and as a result factory owners and the state have captured the process and dictate the composition of proposed participation committees. Genuine worker empowerment and welfare comes at a price that has to be paid by buyers. If contribution margins continue to determine what can be spent on worker safety then the Accord far from being an initiative of ‘industrial democracy’ is merely a CSR compliance initiative. All evidence post-Rana Plaza suggests there has been no increase in the procurement price for factory owners. In fact, the price of Bangladesh’s major clothing export to the US has dropped 46% since 2000. Nine percent of that drop occurred after the Rana Plaza collapse (Kamat, 2016). Building and fire safety codes following the Accord and Alliance may well reduce factory accidents but the structural exploitative labour conditions that jeopardize worker safety remain unaddressed.

As the tenures of the Accord and Alliance come to an end it is worth reflecting on what they have achieved. There is little evidence that suggests the compliance mechanisms can effectively fill the ‘regulatory vacuum in global governance’ (Scherer and Palazzo, 2011: 899). Multi-stakeholder initiatives like the Accord and Alliance provide legitimacy to powerful actors but do little to address the sourcing, pricing and procurement practices in the garment industry, which are the key reasons for the deplorable condition of workers and which remain outside the mandate of these compliance mechanisms. Factory inspections
under the Accord and Alliance do not address the root causes of unsafe working conditions and have done little to change the culture in garment factories. Moreover, global brands escape accountability in cases of violation of workers’ rights even in cases where factories that manufacture branded garments have ‘passed’ inspection (Saxena and Labowitz, 2015).

Most of the value from the supply chain of garment manufacturing is captured by the big western brands and retailers with suppliers and workers receiving minimal value (Lund-Thompsen and Lindgreen, 2014). Unless the basic sourcing model is reconfigured and prices reflect fair wages and good working conditions, improvements in the industry will be merely cosmetic. The Accord and Alliance do little to grant workers agency in determining their working conditions while the state-industry nexus ensures that labour market remains ‘flexible’ and ‘competitive’ to the needs of global market, which essentially mean the lowest possible wage and minimum investments in factory safety so as to ensure procuring orders at the lowest possible price. Codes and standards are not just technocratic solutions, they also ‘generate new social regimes of power and inequality’ (De Neve, 2009: 63) and as we have seen through regimes of neoliberal development, representation and compliance provide buyers with new forms of legitimacy where ethical compliance becomes a tool for negotiation in addition to price and quality. A measure of success for the Accord and Alliance appears to be the number of unsafe factories that have been shut down. According to government reports 39 factories have been closed down and 40 factories are ‘partially closed’ affecting nearly 21,000 workers. One newspaper report mentions that 150,000 workers have been affected as a result of closures including factories that exited the business (Hossain, 2014). The resultant loss of livelihood leads to further disempowering consequences for women workers, many of whom migrated from rural areas and who risk being trafficked to neighbouring countries (Ali et al., 2002).

The Accord and Alliance have reshaped relations between buyers in the global north
and suppliers in the global south but the costs of compliance are borne by actors in the supply chain who do not have the resources to do so. Health and safety outcomes in the garment manufacturing sector in Bangladesh should not be decoupled by their social relations that shape specific labour regimes, but in essence this is what the Accord and Alliance is doing rather than challenge embedded norms and practices of sourcing and subcontracting or provide opportunities for workers to collectively negotiate their rights (Barrientos and Smith, 2007). Our findings show that while workers conceive agency as collective forms of resistance their agency at the individual level is constrained by the indirect sourcing model and the ultracompetitive piece rate payment nature of subcontracting (Carswell and de Neve, 2012). The politicization of MNCs is reflected in their ability to exert power over global production networks by creating a private governance framework designed to improve working conditions in factories. The inclusive nature of multi-stakeholder initiatives like the Accord and Alliance through the participation of market, state and civil society actors is assumed to deliver positive outcomes in terms of factory safety and working conditions. However, our findings indicate that key actors involved in these compliance measures operate very much within the mandate prescribed by global brands and retailers. Munir et al. (2017) reported similar findings in their analysis of global production networks in Pakistan’s garment industry where transnational managerial elites played a key role in transforming governance regimes that served to protect the interests of western brands rather than those of workers.

Development in Bangladesh has followed a neoliberal trajectory since the imposition of structural adjustment policies since the 1980s and the garment industry is a key driver of development. Reconfiguration of state institutions to serve capital is a condition for a neoliberal developmental state to be embedded into global supply chains. Our findings show that this reconfiguration also involved use of state violence to suppress dissent while
undermining labour rights and working conditions. Neoliberalization as Harvey (2005) points out also creates the conditions for formations of new classes, as was evident in Bangladesh first in the creation of the military-political class and subsequently the industry-political class, where factory owners became part of the ruling political class in the country. Our findings show how incorporation of local economies into global supply chains resulted in graduated sovereignty in Bangladesh. Neoliberal development policies of the state resulted in differential treatment and regulation of specific populations comprising garment factory workers. A new class of workers – mainly women who migrated from rural areas emerged as providers of labour, which also transformed social relations of production under neoliberalism. Women who became primary income earners in their household were now governed and disciplined by new regimes of capital and development, further fragmenting citizenship (Ong, 2006). Other classes of people in the sector, owners of large factories for example, received differential treatment from the state in the form of incentive and tax breaks to create a more investor friendly climate. However, it is important to realize that despite significant power imbalances between local and global actors in the supply chain, workers are not passive ‘victims’ of global production networks but actively exercise their agency through collective organizing, protests and demands from the state.

State actors also collaborated with business and non-state actors to create both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ laws that invariably protected their own interests. In the case of the Accord and Alliance, CSR and stakeholder engagement provided the legitimacy for global brands and retailers. However, the underlying causes of labour exploitation in the sector remain unaddressed by these compliance measures. In the new era of ethical compliance the global production system remains unchanged except for new standards and codes of conduct that can never be implemented because of lack of necessary resources and political will of the industry-state nexus. Appropriation of value from the global supply chain still remains in the
hands of providers of capital, global brands and buyers and the state despite claims of worker empowerment. So here then is the legitimacy paradox: Under the Accord and Alliance will it still be possible for a global retailer to sell a branded T-shirt for $10 (perhaps with a buy-one-get-one-free promotional offer) when the women who manufactured the shirt are paid $2 a day and continue to work in unsafe and oppressive conditions?
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